
Persona Nihil: 
brief dialogues with poets 

 
 

Three poems by David Blaine 

 
 

Industry 
(after Diego Rivera’s mural) 

  

So long ago, the revolution 

that no one could be blamed 

for thinking Henry invented the automobile. 

  

He didn’t.  Not the assembly line either 

although he may have perfected it. 

  

Ford invented the forty-hour week 

and a new middle class of blue collars. 

  

First, these men built his machines 

  

machines that sidelined  

equestrian transportation 

  

machines that carried  

food to market 

  

machines that would in very short time  

win the Great War. 

  

First, men built these machines 

  

then the machines built the men. 

  

Strong, proud men  

with sweat in their hair 

and grease under their fingernails 

  

family men 

with new radios and ice boxes in their homes 

with automobiles in their driveways 

  

men who went bowling on Wednesday nights 

and learned to make the five-seven split 



  

men who took their wives  

to Saturday matinees to watch 

Pickford and Chaplin. 

  

Men who caught silver bass with their sons 

off Belle Isle every summer 

  

and men who drove north to Grayling 

to shoot whitetails each November. 

  

First, these men built the machines 

  

then the machines built the men. 

  

Men who butchered hogs 

men who repaired televisions 

men who were able to farm  

forty more acres. 

  

Men who brewed Stroh’s 

and Pfeiffer’s and  Goebel’s 

  

and men who drank them all. 

  

Men who marched off 

to kill the Kaiser 

the Führer 

and later, the minions of Ho Chi Minh. 

  

All these men, forged in a symbiotic flame 

turning wrenches and in turn, being turned 

into something greater than themselves. 

  

A forty-hour week, a regular paycheck 

put food in the pantry  

and swagger in the gait of a man 

garnered attention and admiration  

from family and friends. 

 

So long ago, the revolution. 

Ford didn’t invent the automobile 

but he gave men jobs. 

Jobs that brought Detroit to life 

so long ago. 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Note To A Shadow Of My Former Self 
  

 

When your marriage, money and libido head south 

these phrases might come in handy: 

  

Soy soltero is not a coffee drink you buy at a Tijuana Starbucks. 

  

When you find yourself in the center of a grocery aisle 

and you can’t remember why 

get some bread,  milk, and a small bunch of bananas. 

  

Tengo que compre isn’t an orange juice substitute served in San Diego. 

  

The other side of your bed is a long way from here. 

You can’t afford the ticket 

and your passport has expired. 

  

Necesito isn’t a city in Southern California. 

  

You used to think the end would come 

in a matter of moments 

like the opening, then closing 

of a moth’s wings. 

  

Vaya Con Dios won’t be found on a menu. 

  

When you find yourself in the center of a grocery aisle 
get some huevos. 
 
 

  



Interested Individuals Should Seriously Consider Giving Up  
 
 

There’s this girl with a dying halo  

and nothing but listen lips.  

Delicately as traffic  

our tongues swerve and miss.  
 

Like the first woman licking the first man  

from a dirty block of ice.  

 

These sins pulse their darkened blood  

like the ocean churns its nameless dead 

before the shipwreck morning.  

 

It is hard to imagine the lapse of time.  

But there’s that lick again 

wet with swallows  

sockets sopped with dead leaves  

 

collapsed gutters spilling out their rain.  

Letters and junk mail flyers 

spilled out like petals  

like gutted stars.  

 

Her sky is such a sparse matrix.  

 

Birds pace us on the twisted road  

inward, our prayers haloed  

in cigar smoke, coated with dust 

 

a twisted syphilis catalpa stretching  

over the gravel.  

 

She reconstructs the dead again.  

Before our house has finished burning  

they rise, bloated and discolored.  

 

Inside I imagine them bending  

toward each other. She wants  

to say the words, her tongue-  

she wants to make it work again.  

 

But crying out a thousand times  

will not call me back.  

 

I swallow those who die in my duration. 


